
Audi RS 3 Sportback & 
RS 3 Sedan

High performance redefined



Performance
is an attitude
The all-new Audi RS 3* offers impressive performance all along the line. Its powerful design, outstanding driving 

dynamics and 2.5-litre TFSI engine provide for new thrills every single day.
Final equipment subject to specification sheet.

For detailed information, please contact sales hotline 2291 0000.
*Overseas model is indicated, specification and feature may differ in Hong Kong.

RS 3 Sedan

RS 3 Sportback

RS 3 Sportback



RS 3 Sportback

Design follows 
performance
Sharpened proportions, RS design elements and expressive details. The Audi RS 3* shows its progressive character from every side. 

The RS-specific side sills with inserts in gloss black and the RS-specific rear bumper with RS 3 exclusive diffuser insert in gloss 

black lend the Audi RS 3* an eye-catching appearance.

Feel the character
The front is all about presence with its flat, wide Audi Single frame 

and RS honeycomb grille, flanked by large side air inlets.

Inspired by motorsport
The air vent forward of the front doors and the 19-inch alloy  

wheels with RS Brake calipers painted in red lend expression to the 

vehicle’s dynamism.

Very special charisma
RS specific animation in combination with Matrix LED Headlights: 

Display “R” , “S” , “3” while locking and unlocking the vehicle.

Final equipment subject to specification sheet.
For detailed information, please contact sales hotline 2291 0000.

*Overseas model is indicated, specification and feature may differ in Hong Kong.

RS 3 Sedan

RS 3 Sportback

RS 3 Sedan



Interior — 
dynamically interpreted
The all-new Audi RS 3* impresses with high-quality materials, top-class workmanship and typical RS design 

hallmarks. Driving dynamics become visible with the RS-specific Audi Virtual Cockpit Plus.
Final equipment subject to specification sheet.

For detailed information, please contact sales hotline 2291 0000.
*Overseas model is indicated, specification and feature may differ in Hong Kong.

RS 3 Sportback

Feel the sportiness

Functionality meets performance

Standard with RS Sports seats, the optional rhombus pattern and RS stitching in red or 

green complete the sporty ambience. Equipped with panoramic glass sunroof, allowing each 

passenger to broaden their horizons.

The luggage capacity of Audi RS 3 Sportback* can be extended from 282 liters up to 1,104 

liters ( 321 liters for Audi RS 3 Sedan* ). The rear seat backrest can be split-folded or fully 

collapsed as standard.

RS 3 Sedan

RS 3 SedanRS 3 Sportback



RS — in a nutshell
The 2.5-litre TFSI engine with an output of 294 kW and maximum torque of 500 Nm are impressive values for 

a 5-cylinder inline engine that will make you sit up and take notice.

( Fuel consumption combined in 8.3 l / 100 km ; 
CO2 emission combined in 188 – 190 g / km )

Dynamic driving Emotionalised the
Audi Sport DNAEnhances the driving dynamics and 

comfort thanks to more direct steering 

characteristics. The quattro® permanent all-

wheel drive ensures steady control under 

varies weather and road conditions.

Enhance 
the stability
New developed RS Sport suspension with 

a new valve system. Its consistently sporty 

tuning satisfies the basic requirements for 

the outstanding handling.

Maximum output in 400 ps, acceleration 

from 0 to 100 km/h in 3.8 seconds.

Final equipment subject to specification sheet.
For detailed information, please contact sales hotline 2291 0000.

*Overseas model is indicated, specification and feature may differ in Hong Kong.

RS 3 Sedan

RS 3 Sedan

RS 3 Sportback RS 3 Sportback

Intelligent performance

5-cylinder engine RS-Torque-Splitter

Unique ignition sequence 1-2-4-5-3. It is deeply rooted in 

the Audi DNA and thus contributes strongly to emotionalise 

the brand Audi Sport and ensure high performance.

Based on driving situations to distribute the engine’s drive 

power in the rear axle drive.

Performance visualised

RS Virtual Cockpit Plus with 
new design

Audi Drive Select

“RS Performance” Virtual Cockpit design is a homage to the 

legendary Audi quattro in the 80’s, which was one of the first 

digital cockpits. It is a fully digital instrument cluster that 

displays relevant information.

Emphases the vehicles’ driving mode, tire pressure, car temperature, 

G meter values. The MMI® Navigation plus supporting Apple CarPlay 

perfectly enhance the riding pleasure of each passengers.



RS Sport Seats

Alloy wheels

Make your new Audi RS 3*  
inspiringly unique

19” 19”

Optional**

Optional**

Standard

Standard

Microfiber Dinamica / 

synthetic leather mono.pur 550

Fine Nappa leather with honeycomb quilting and  

RS embossing in Red or Green

The Audi premium 
customised paint finishes

Exterior paint

You don’t get a second chance to make a first impression. Seize this one and choose your own personal exterior paint 

finish from the wide range of Audi exclusive colours.

Pearl effectSolid

Turbo Blue Kyalami Green Daytona Gray

Metallic

Mythos BlackGlacier White Tango RedKemora Grey Python Yellow

RS 3 Sportback RS 3 Sedan

Final equipment subject to specification sheet.
For detailed information, please contact sales hotline 2291 0000.

*Overseas model is indicated, specification and feature may differ in Hong Kong.
**Optional equipment



Model

Engine type

Displacement

Max. output

Max. torque

Power transmission

Type of drive

Transmission

Weight / Capacities

Empty weight

Perm. Total weight

Perm. Roof load / vertical load

Mileage

Top Speed

Acceleration

Consumption

Fuel type

Consumption and emission values 

according to NEDC

Urban

Extra-urban

Combined

Combined CO2 emissions

Emission class

RS 3 Sportback / RS 3 Sedan

In-line 5 cyl FSI petrol engine, turbocharged

2,480 cc

400 ps / 5,600 – 7,000 rpm

500 Nm / 2,250 – 5,600 rpm

quattro® permanent all-wheel drive

7-speed S tronic

1,645 / 1,650 kg

2,075 / 2,080 kg

75 / - kg

250 km / h 

0 – 100 km / h: 3.8 s

Super sulfur-free RON 95

11.1 – 11.2 L / 100 km

6.5 – 6.7 L / 100 km

8.2 – 8.3 L / 100 km

188 – 190 g / km

Euro 6d-ISC-FCM

Explanatory note

1. Empty vehicle weight includes driver (75 kg) and fuel tank 90% full, calculated in accordance with the current Regulation (EU) 1230/2012. Optional 

equipment may increase the car’s empty weight and drag coefficient, whereupon the possible payload and the top speed will b reduced accordingly.

2. The specified fuel consumption and emission data have been   determined according to the measurement procedure prescribed by law. Since 1 September, 

2017, certain new vehicles are already being type-approved according to the Worldwide Harmonized Light Vehicles Test Procedure (WLTP), a more realistic 

test procedure for measuring fuel consumption and CO2 emissions. Starting on 1 September, 2018, the New European Driving Cycle (NEDC) will by 

replaced by the WLTP in stages. Owing to the more realistic test conditions, the fuel consumption and CO2 emission measured according to the WLTP will, 

in many cases, be higher than those measured according to the NEDC.

3. We recommended using super sulfur-free unleaded RON 95 fuel in complying with DIN EN 228. If this is not available, use regular sulfur-free unleaded 

RON 91 fuel complying with DIN EN 228, power output will be slightly reduced. Unleaded RON 95 fuel with a maximum ethanol content of 10% (E10) can 

generally be used. Fuel consumption details refer to operation with RON 95 fuel complying with 692/2008/ EC.

4. We are currently still required by law to state the NEDC figures. In the case of new vehicles which have been type-approved according to the WLTP, the 

NEDC figures are derived from the WLTP data. It is possible to specify the WLTP figures voluntarily in addition until such time as this is required by law. 

In cases where the NEDC figures are specified as value ranges, these do not refer to a particular individual vehicle and do not constitute part of the sales 

offering. They are intended exclusively as a means of comparison between different vehicle types.

5. Additional equipment and accessories (e. g. add-on parts, different tyre formats, etc.) may change the relevant vehicle parameters, such as weight, rolling 

resistance and aerodynamics, and, in conjunction with weather and traffic conditions and individual driving style, may affect fuel consumption, electrical 

power consumption, CO2 emissions and the performance figures for the vehicle.

Dimensions are for empty vehicle weight. Luggage capacity 282 – 1,104 L 

(second value is with the rear seat backrest folded down and the vehicle loaded up to roof height). Turning circle approx. 12.0 m. 

1) Shoulder width 2) Elbow width *Maximum headroom

Dimensions are for empty vehicle weight. Luggage capacity 321 L 

(second value is with the rear seat backrest folded down and the vehicle loaded up to roof height). Turning circle approx. 12.0 m. 

1) Shoulder width 2) Elbow width *Maximum headroom

Dimensions in mm RS 3 Sportback

Dimensions in mm RS 3 Sedan


